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This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

  

 
 

JIRA ID ServiceNow  

Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-1919 N/A New 
Feature 

Capture e-discharge: Populate 
required data lists & validation 

As part of the Sending FHIR to MESH 

practices project, the ‘Capture e-

discharge’ page has now been created 

however, data lists and validation was not 

present. We have now added all data into 

the data lists and validation against all 

relevant fields within the ‘Capture e-

discharge’ page.  

D10-1923 N/A New 
Feature 

Capture e-discharge/MH 
discharge: Post document 

As part of the Sending FHIR to MESH 

practices project, the ‘Post Document’ 

feature allows the user to post the 

transfer of care documents to the 

destination endpoints. 

D10-2099 DFCT0011296 Defect Document Timeline Incorrectly 
Recording OCR Date and Times 

Included in 104 hotfix. When viewing the 

document timelines documents were 

showing the OCR audit with a date and 

time of 0001-01-01 00:00. This issue was 

cuased by an incorrect query attempting 

to pull the timestamp back from the 

database. The query has now been 

amended and the audits/timeline should 

now look correct. Screenshot 1: OCR Date 

D10-2100 N/A Bug NHS mail password validation 
changes 

Included in 104 hotifx. NHS mail have 

enforced a new password validation 

process and now allows special 

characters to be used. Due to this 

change rather than matching the same 

password validation, all validation has 

now been removed. This will stop 

Connect being at fault when an NHS mail 

password fails and instead will rely on 

NHS mail to validate the passwords used 

in Connect. 

D10-2145 DFCT0011306 Defect Issue filing documents The following error occurred when 

attempting to send certain documents via 

the Capture Console “Delivery Console 

error occurred while resending the 



selected document”. This occurred when 

sending new documents rather than 

resending an existing document. A fix 

has now been applied and all documents 

can now be posted via the Capture 

console once again. 

D10-2185 N/A Bug Spine check when certificate is not 
configured 

Included in 104 hotfix. The spine check 

functionality was being used by default 

for all sending organisation even though 

not all organisations had SMS enabled. 

This has now been resolved and the 

Spine check will only take place once an 

organisation has the functionality 

enabled. 

D10-2191 DFCT0011303 Defect Source user not being populated 
on sent documents 

When sending documents through the 

capture console, the ‘Source User’ field 

was not automatically being populated. 

This meant that this field was blank and 

was failing validation stopping users from 

sending documents. A fix is now in place 

which will populate the ‘Source User’ field 

as expected. Screenshot 2: Source User 

D10-2195 N/A Bug Spine check on Non-Spine 
organisations 

When sending using the console, 

organisations that were not configured to 

use the Spine mini service were getting 

suggested endpoints found by the Spine. 

These checks should not have been 

present and a fix has now been provided 

that will only enable Spine checks if the 

organisation is configured to do so. 

D10-2222 N/A New 
Feature 

Capture e-discharge/mh-
discharge: Ability to choose 
Encounter Type 

When completing a TOC document the 

user is required to choose an encounter 

type. This item adds the functionality to 

select an encounter type from a 

prepopulated list. 

D10-2234 N/A Defect Unable to reset passwords from 
Internet Connect 

When trying to reset an internet connect 

user password an error occurred, this 

was because the initial password was 

created using N3 Connect which uses 

different keys to encrypt and decrypt. A 

change has now been made to use the 

correct keys for both N3 and Internet 

Connect. 

D10-2262 N/A Defect OOA Collector waiting due to 
some XML docs containing invalid 
characters 

The OOA collector was crashing and 

after investigation we discovered that 

some documents being sent from the 

managed hub contained an invalid 

character that which stopped the 

documents from being downloaded. A 

change was made to reject documents 



back to the customer if invalid characters 

are used. 

 

Screenshots/Test Evidence:  

 

Screenshot 1: OCR Date 

 

 

Screenshot 2: Source User 

 


